Before, during, and after golf
by DiFini...
first name in golfwear.

Contact your DiFini representative, or write: DiFini, 367 Southern Boulevard, New York, N.Y. 10454
PLANNING: AN OFT-NEGLECTED PART OF PRO SHOP BUSINESS the author, an expert merchandiser, re-emphasizes the “how-to’s” of planning as insurance against buying mistakes/by ernie sabayrac
THE "GOOD" PRO SHOP CUSTOMER a recent survey points up the buying pro- clivities of the golfer as a valuable aid to pro planning practices
SHORTCUTS TO PRO SHOP BOOKKEEPING here are some tips on how to cut down on tax paperwork/by gary wiren and jim bailey
MAINTENANCE MATERIALS: COST AND SUPPLY TRENDS '74 superintendents had better be prepared to make upward adjustments in several budget entries and be able to support their higher proposals/by fred v. grau
SUPERINTENDENT’S GUIDE TO PREPARING AND SELLING HIS BUDGET across-the-board increases in '74 make the superintendent’s job of preparing and selling his budget more important than ever
THE CLUB NURSERY: A TESTING GROUND superintendents can meet crises on the course economically with a nursery back up/by warren bidwe
THE GASOLINE SHORTAGE: HOW WILL IT AFFECT SUPERINTENDENTS? the extent of the fuel shortage varies from region to region, but price increases definitely will occur/by don curlee, joe doan and douglas lutz
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR LABOR DOLLARS here are some ways to stimulate the kind of worker enthusiasm, so essential to a successful golf club/by jerry claussen
THE HIGH COST OF EATING phase 4 won’t slow down rising produce costs; managers will be forced to pass these increases on to their members/by william loomis
THE LAW AND THE GOLF COURSE '74 over 70 bills under study by congress could significantly affect the private club industry; here’s a rundown/by ken emerson
BUYING WINE TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS here are some merchandising tips from wine experts on the “best wine buys” from america and europe/by stephen w. byers
SPECIAL PRO SECTION
PLAN NOW FOR A PRO SHOP CHRISTMAS professionals should be taking advantage of the liberal buying climate of christmas with merchandising ideas from the experts/by dick farley and harry abitz
GOLF MERCHANDISE 1974: WHAT WILL PROS PAY? here’s a rundown of how phase 4 affects you, plus merchandising options to help you reduce the rising wholesale costs of hard and soft goods/by dick farley and harry abitz
THE PROFIT PRO SHOP by chuck cumming
PRO SHOP INSURANCE: ARE YOU COVERED FOR '74? insurance for burglary and vandalism is in demand by pros, the author discusses what’s available and how to minimize premium rates/by william harrity
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Greensweep. The little greensweeper that works as well on pavement as it does on turf.

Tow the Greensweep behind the Ryan Minute-Miser or your turf tractor. It's light. Handles easily. And you won't find it leaving tire tracks on your turf.

There's a strong 3½ horse Tecumseh engine mounted on the Greensweep chassis. It powers an eight-sided fiber brush that picks up debris with a gentle swoosh.

We've run the Greensweep over leaves, thatch, aerating cores, pine needles, dirt, sand, gravel, broken glass, paper, and beer cans, and it thrives on them.

Sweeps a 48 inch wide swath.

So clean-up is not only easy, it's fast.

Greensweep. The lightweight power sweeper that's as good on a driveway as on a golf course.

To prove the hill-climbing ability of Westinghouse electric golf cars, we ran two up the famous Pikes Peak Auto Hill Climb course.* Both cars made it to the top, 21,859 yards up to the summit, a 14,110 foot elevation. How steep is your course? Power. Distance. Reliability. Westinghouse electrics deliver. Power to spare. For rugged grades. Over long courses. And they're priced right to help you make money whether you buy or lease. And, of course, they're comfortable. Safe, too, with automotive-type brakes on both rear wheels. But the important thing is they're built to operate from dawn 'til dusk, day after day. On an overnight charge. You can be sure if it's Westinghouse. Westinghouse Electric Vehicles, Westinghouse Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

*Test sanctioned by the U.S. Auto Club with Westinghouse 3- and 4-wheel golf cars each using 6 Exide EV106 batteries. The test was conducted with the cooperation of the city of Colorado Springs, Colorado.
COX’S BUSINESS SAVVY
A PLUS FOR PGA

Hiring Mark Cox as executive director should be the wisest, most profitable move the Professional Golfers’ Assn. has made in many years. (See August GOLFDOM, p. 32B.)

Cox has the experience and business judgment that qualifies him to be a business manager, something the PGA has needed since it was started. By any title Cox will be a business manager.

Most of the PGA’s problems are due to its officials not recognizing that professional golf is primarily a business and secondly a game and adjusting its policies and procedures accordingly.

The PGA as the association of home professionals, who do a business of more than $350 million annually, has a significant influence on the multi-billion dollar investment in golf properties.

The division of the PGA in 1968 was the inevitable result of not heeding the managerial differences between the home professionals, whose progress depends on serving the golfing public, and the objectives of the journeymen professionals, whose interests are self-serving.

Until Cox came along, the PGA had been unable to get a top operating man who knew golf as a business and as a game well enough to satisfactorily manage a golf industry business.

Albert Gates, the first PGA commissioner, was a corporate lawyer who loved golf and who took the PGA job because the association needed business guidance. He wasn’t the man, however, for a little outfit short of money.

Tom Crane, another lawyer, was invaluable in handling the legal problems of the PGA’s growing pains. Patiently and diplomatically, he settled the political wrangles, caring for wartime difficulties and saving the PGA around $2 million, which would have put the association in bondage to John D. MacArthur, the landlord at Palm Beach Gardens. Crane was not the man, though, to get the PGA’s internal and external business affairs out of complications and confusion and put them under control.

Surveys of two business management consulting firms found that the PGA could stand vast improvement in its operations as a business.

Robert Creasey, another lawyer, came in on an emergency call as an administrator of PGA business, but he wasn’t the business manager the situation needed.

Lloyd Lambert, who filled in between Creasey and Cox and who had been assistant to Tom Crane, also was a lawyer and has been a valuable anchor man in arranging PGA meetings and coordinating its operations. Lambert and Tom Boyle, comptroller, have done well in trying to get on a business basis an operation that business management experts have said needs overhauling, modernization and simplification.

Although PGA treasurers, starting with Bill Wotherspoon, have tried to explain the figures and the earmarked funds to members, very few of the 7,200 member professionals, have the slightest idea of their association’s condition.

That’s the picture that confronts Cox as business manager for the PGA.

continued on page 9
For over a century the Fleischmann name has represented to the consumer, and trade alike, a confidence of quality and an assurance of value.
Longer driving starts here.........and here!

DON'T HANDICAP YOUR GOLF CARS.
Use Trojan Golf Car Batteries with years of proven quality — standard of the industry is the Trojan J-170.
For extra rounds of golf plus extra months of service use the Trojan J-190 — or for the finest of all, the Trojan J-217.

THE CLEAN QUIET GO FOR YOUR GOLF CARS...
GO ELECTRICALLY...GO TROJAN

TROJAN "MILEAGE MASTER" GOLF CAR BATTERIES
TROJAN BATTERY COMPANY • 9440 ANN STREET • SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670

For more information circle number 182 on card
Tony Thayer, manager of the new El Conquistador G & CC, Bradenton, Fla. . . . Joseph Donoghue now general manager, Westwood CC, Houston. . . . Domonic O. Harvey goes to Ridgeway CC, Memphis, as manager, from Village CC, Uniontown, Ohio. . . . Francis L. Bailey Jr., now general manager, Waialae CC, Honolulu, going there from Redlands (Calif.) CC.

James Shirley joins the golf architectural firm of Joe Finger and Associates, Inc., of Houston . . . Bob Boldt, now University of California golf coach. He formerly was captain of the university's golf team, then was on the Tour . . . Jack Higgins, professional at Meadowbrook CC, Tulsa, Okla., named as golf coach at Oral Roberts University.

California with 683 golf facilities is the leading state in golfing establishments—New York has the largest number of "regulation" courses, 587. The shorter courses are proving strong features in selling retirement and vacation residential properties.

Fred Sherman, now professional-manager at Escondido (Calif.) CC, recently bought by Campana Company for $3.5 million, including 50 acres for residential sites.

Gary Slatter, now manager and professional for the Corfu Golf Tour Enterprises, highly recommends the program of Harry Obitz and Dick Farley, which requires their assistants to practice an hour each day. "That hour a day of studious work on his own game is bound to make the assistant a better golf professional in every way," declares Slatter, who was assistant at a Canadian municipal course in the summer and playing an average pro game. Then, during winter work in the Bahamas with Obitz and Farley and the compulsory hour's daily attention to his own game, Slatter went north to finish second in the 1971 Canadian PGA and set six course records. He's kept at his practice during his management and promotion work for the fabled Grecian isle and got second money in the Danish Open, 1973, which had a strong field.

At present prices, a Corfu golfing holiday is the biggest bargain in Europe, the Obitz and Farley protege maintains. The course in the scenic island was designed by Donald Harradine of Switzerland. Superintendent is Leslie Beetham from England. Slatter says Beetham is very good. The course has Penncross greens, rye fairways and a bermuda-type rough. There are 18 on the maintenance force. Hand weeding is done. American machinery could be used effectively, but mechanics are rare. Beetham won an inspection tour of some United States courses as a prize in an European course maintenance competition.

In case you wish to follow Ulysses and golf in Corfu, Gary Slatter's address is 21 Alexandras Ave., Corfu, Greece.

John Kinsey named director of golf, Big Sky of Montana, Inc., which plans to open nine holes this fall, with the other nine to open in spring, 1974.
Dear Sir:

I am the greens superintendent in the Town of Tonawanda, which has two eighteen hole golf courses. These are both public courses, Sheridan and Brighton.

Sheridan, 6755 yards par 71 and 13 water hazards. Brighton with 6500 yards par 72 and no water hazards. I am going on my 19th year with the Town in charge of both golf courses. We have 40 greens including nursery beds and putting greens. Strictly solid seaside bent, average green 5,000 square feet. In the years from 1960 to 1965 we were getting 65,000 to 79,000 rounds of golf on both courses. So I was told by a fellow superintendent to start overseeding with Penncross bent, to reduce the poa annua I had in the greens. Started this program, overseeding 2 1/2 pounds per green. I could see a different color in the greens after a few years. I still overseed and find the play increasing. Since 1972 we’ve had 108,000 rounds of golf on both courses, this is the record of rounds for a public course. The Penncross bent is taking over, and holding up very good under heavy play. This makes the golfer happier and I am happy. I am still overseeding with Penncross bent and someday hope to have Penncross bent tees on a public course. Thank you.

Signed:

Chester J. Krempa
49 Shelly Court
Town of Tonawanda, N.Y.
Sheridan and Brighton Golf Course

Chester J. Krempa
SECOND PLACE WINNER

Penncross Bent Grass

World-Wide Marketers
TEE-2-GREEN CORP.
1212 West Eighth Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64101
(816) 842-7825

For Your Free Copy
of Our New Booklet, Write
Championship Turf Guide
1349 Capitol St. N.E. • Salem, Oregon 97303

For more information circle number 194 on card